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Based on an autobiographical account, a recently married military bride's worst thoughts

become reality as she see's a flash on the T.V. screen in the late 1990s. As she's preparing to

go to work, she can't get to the remote fast enough to learn what happened to her deployed

husband's base. All she could see was a news broadcast about a MIG jet and his location. As

the next 16 hours unfold, she'll deal with the realities of being a military spouse. Time becomes

her worst enemy as she watches the clock come to a screeching halt, and she waits for word

on her husband's safety.



Musings of Marriage in the MilitaryThe Gift of TimeA Short StoryMary L.

Cruikshank Musings of Marriage in the MilitaryThe Gift of TimeA Short Story This story

is dedicated to Jonathan.Thank you for your service to God, Country, and our family.The Gift of

TimeStrapped for time, I rushed through my room as I was getting ready for work. I saw a small

glimpse. My heart stopped for a brief second.“I didn’t really see what I think I just saw. Or did

I?” I thought.I couldn’t hear what they were saying. I stopped getting ready, threw down my

sweater, and rushed toward the television. Normally, moving pretty quickly, I noticed I felt

myself moving in lightning speed and slow motion -all at the same time. In hindsight, it was like

something straight out of the Matrix. The image still on the screen, I screamed inside, writhing

with fear and pain, as I frantically searched for the T.V. remote.The poker faced host of the

morning show I normally watched kept talking, the image moved from the whole screen to the

top left corner. The remote was not in any of its usual places.“I don’t have time for this!” I cried

out.I darted toward the T.V. on the other side of the room to turn up the volume. “Tuzla, that is

his Base,” I thought very perplexed. I couldn’t move fast enough. I feared they’d go to a

commercial, and I’d be left scared and confused.

The Gift Tom Cruise

Nina, “A good read; a snapshot into a harrowing day. I enjoyed reading this real life story of a

military wife doing her best to cope in a crisis. There is a good element of suspense that kept

me hooked until the end!”

The book by Mary L. Cruikshank has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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